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INTRODUCTION

A pitfall for a majority of plan participants surrounding retirement planning is a lack of familiarity with investing. 
Participants with little to no investment experience are expected to make allocation decisions that will greatly impact 
their retirement. Target date funds serve as a one-stop shop for a diversified and risk-appropriate portfolio which 
automatically de-risks as the participant ages. These funds are managed to a specific target retirement date; when an 
investor chooses his or her retirement year, the portfolio is put on “autopilot” as the fund is managed and rebalanced 
with risk and return characteristics appropriate for that defined investment horizon. While these funds fulfill a need for 
simplicity in the marketplace, there are many nuances with which plan sponsors should be educated in order to make 
a decision that is best for their participant pools.  

This paper serves as an educational tool for plan sponsors to aid in the selection and continuing evaluation of target 
date funds. Topics including purpose, construction, goals, and benchmarking will be discussed.

HISTORY

Growth has been explosive for target date funds. The first of their kind launched in the 1990s with assets skyrocketing 
over the past 10 years, surpassing the $1 trillion mark in 2017. By 2021, target date funds are projected to capture 85% 
of participant contributions.1 What caused such growth? A major contributor is the Pension Protection Act, which was 
passed in 2006 and laid out a blueprint of qualified default investment alternatives (“QDIAs”) to which contributed 
retirement assets would default if a participant did not create a personalized portfolio. As cited by the DOL, these 
QDIAs are defined in one of the four following ways: 

 ▪ a product with a mix of investments that takes into account the individual’s age or retirement date

 ▪ an investment service that allocates contributions among existing plan options to provide an asset mix that 
takes into account the individual’s age or retirement date

 ▪ a product with a mix of investments that takes into account the characteristics of the group of employees as a  
whole, rather than each individual

 ▪ a capital preservation product for only the first 120 days of participation 

Target date funds fulfill the first of these QDIA definitions and with so many off-the-shelf options they have become 
popular plan sponsor choices for the designated QDIA in an investment lineup. They are also likely cheaper than the 
second option, a managed account, and more risk appropriate for each participant than the third option, a balanced 
account.2 Lastly, the fourth option, a money market or stable value fund, is only a temporary solution and assets would 
ultimately need to be rolled into one of the first three options above.

GLIDE PATH DEFINTION

So, target date funds are popular and can provide investment solutions to the average participant, but what exactly 
are they? Ultimately, they are largely defined by their glide paths. A glide path refers to the downward slope of equity 
exposure over the course of a participant’s life, typically beginning between 80–90%, and is scaled down as the 
participant ages. Construction is generally based upon the concepts of financial and human capital. Financial capital 
is as it sounds — the monetary savings of an individual. Human capital is a bit theoretical and defined as the expected 
earnings of an individual; this can be considered bond-like in nature as these earnings are expected gradually in 
paychecks, akin to bond coupon payments. Total wealth is a combination of financial and human capital. Given that 
human capital is considered equivalent to fixed income and is largest at the start of one’s career, financial capital at 
this time should be invested largely in equities to complement the “fixed income allocation” stored in human capital. 
The allocation to equities should decrease throughout the working life of an individual as human capital decreases 
and financial capital increases. 
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THROUGH VS. TO

A significant differentiator within the target date universe is whether the glidepath is managed “through” or “to” 
retirement. Funds managed through retirement will continue a dynamic asset allocation beyond the targeted retirement 
date while funds managed to retirement will hit a static allocation once the targeted date is hit. A fund provider’s 
choice between the two circles back to the financial and human capital discussion. A “to” portfolio proponent would 
argue that at time of retirement, human capital is theoretically at zero and thus the need for allocation changes is 
thought to be eliminated as the individual’s risk and return profile should remain constant throughout retirement. A 

Exhibit 1:  Different Funds Focus on Different Risks
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For illustrative purposes only.

The glide path’s lifetime sub-asset class allocation depends upon the risks the target date series seeks to mitigate. For 
example, in the second chart of Exhibit 1, an option meant to address market and event risk, or the risk of losses due to 
extreme market events, would take a more conservative approach towards equity allocation; this would mean a lower 
allocation relative to peers. Why choose to focus on one risk versus others? This becomes a function of the participant 
pool which the glide path is designed to serve. A more conservative approach focused on preserving assets and 
mitigating negative inflation effects may be more appropriate for a pool with defined benefit entitlements which will 
supplement defined contribution savings. A growth-oriented approach, on the other hand, may be more appropriate 
for a participant pool with lower savings rates and a sole dependency on DC assets for retirement income.

Different fund providers follow different investment philosophies and thus focus on different risks when constructing 
glide paths. Some of the risks that will be discussed in this paper are defined below:

 ▪ Longevity risk – the risk of outliving retirement assets

 ▪ Market and event risk – the risk posed to a portfolio from increased equity exposure

 ▪ Sequencing risk – the risk that a negative market event occurs near retirement

 ▪ Interest rate risk – the risk that bond prices decline due to rising interest rates

 ▪ Inflation risk– the risk that rising inflation decreases the real value of a portfolio
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 “Through” funds address longevity risk by allowing for more asset growth, provided a supportive market environment 
exists. If similar portfolio and annual withdrawal assumptions are used from the previous chart but instead the market 
hums along smoothly during retirement, the “through” portfolio better provides for retirement, as seen in Exhibit 3 
(next page). 

“through” advocate may argue that in today’s workforce, many either work beyond age 65 or work part-time and thus 
have a need for continuing risk shifts beyond the typical retirement age.

Most “through” funds address longevity risk, or the risk of outliving retirement assets. With a larger allocation to 
equities through the glide path, these funds increase expected return, and, in turn, the expected value of retirement 
funds. However, this is at the expense of increased risk, or standard deviation. Elevated volatility can induce poor 
participant behavior in that a significant loss may trigger a sell reaction creating a “sell low” and “buy back high” 
situation which relinquishes the ability to recoup losses. An additional risk of higher equity exposure is referred to 
as sequencing risk, or the risk that a negative market event occurs at the most inopportune time — at or just before 
retirement. 

Exhibit 2 simulates a market crash as the participant hits retirement age. Not surprisingly, the “through” portfolio 
suffers a much more severe loss in year 0 and participates in more of the market rebound. Even so, the “through” 
portfolio suffers permanent damage and is unable to recover enough to compensate for that loss; it underperforms 
relative to the downside protection the “to” portfolio provided. This also includes a major assumption — that the 
participant remained invested in the “through” portfolio, did not become spooked by the magnitude of the loss, and 
did not sell at the market’s bottom. If that scenario had played out instead, the “through” participant would be even 
worse off compared to his “to” counterpart.
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Assumptions include a “to” average equity exposure of 31% and a “through” average exposure of 49%, representing industry averages, paring back 
2% per year until hitting 31% in year 10; the remainder is assumed in cash for simplicity. A market rebound two years after the crash is also assumed, 
mirroring that of the financial crisis, as is a static $50,000 (5% of the beginning portfolio value) annual withdrawal. An equity portfolio is assumed as 
80/10/10 of the S&P 500, MSCI EAFE, and Russell 2000. Fixed income is assumed to return 0%.

Exhibit 2:   “To” and “Through” Portfolios During Market Stress
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Exhibit 4:  Timing is Everything

Assumptions include a beginning equity exposure of 90%, reduced by 2.5% annually, and fixed income exposure of 10%. An equity 
portfolio is assumed as 80/10/10 of the S&P 500, MSCI EAFE, and Russell 2000. This equity portfolio is assumed to return 7.5% annually 
after experiencing a one-year return reflecting the entire financial crisis drawdown and two years of recovery returns, also reflecting 
those of the financial crisis. Fixed income is assumed to return 0%. A starting contribution at the beginning of the first  year is assumed 
as $10,000,  with 3% growth in annual contribution amounts. Both portfolios are comprised of the same asset allocation.
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“To” funds assume human capital is fully depleted at retirement, or in other words, that the participant ceases working 
completely. On the other hand, “through” funds accommodate changes in workforce behavior as retirees in certain 
industries are becoming less likely to retire outright and opting to work part-time for a few years. If this behavior 
exists in a participant pool — for example a group of doctors or lawyers — then “through” portfolios may be more 
appropriate as more equity risk can be tolerated. “To” funds may be more appropriate for groups of participants that 
are less likely to work beyond 65, such as laborers, firefighters, or police officers.

“To” and ‘through” funds address different “what if?” scenarios of market return timing, or sequencing risk. “To” 
funds address “what if the market crashed at retirement?” and “through” funds address “what if the markets post 
positive returns through retirement?” by holding less and more equity exposure, respectively. 

While the thought that a market correction would be less impactful at the beginning of a savings cycle as opposed 
to later seems obvious, the sheer visualization of that disparity is quite stunning. The result is a 30% difference in a 
retirement-ready portfolio as shown in Exhibit 4.

Exhibit 3:  A Smooth and Strong Market
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Industry averages of 31% and 49% at retirement for “to” and “through” portfolios are used, respectively. “Through” equity is pared back 2% annually until year 10. 
Equities are assumed to return 7.5% annually and fixed income is assumed to return 0%. $50,000 is deducted annually from each portfolio.
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Predicting market outcomes is impossible meaning there is no clear winner between “through” and “to” funds. 
Each provides unique benefits as well as risk exposures which should be evaluated by plan sponsors in unison with 
participant pool characteristics. Furthermore, funds vary greatly beyond just a “through” and “to” classification so 
additional analysis will be necessary.

CHECKING WHAT’S UNDER THE HOOD

Choosing a target date fund is akin to choosing a portfolio’s asset allocation. Different funds utilize different asset 
classes and in different proportions over the life of the glide path. Simply assessing the overall equity and fixed income 
exposures is not sufficient. A hypothetical example in Exhibit 6a (next page) demonstrates the importance of diving 
deeper. 

Looking at effects during the retirement years in Exhibit 5, the outcomes have reversed and are even more stunning.  
A negative market event in the early retirement years is devastatingly worse than in later years. A portfolio that has 
experienced the latter scenario ends up more than double the size of one surviving the former, which speaks to the 
power of compounding returns.

Exhibit 5:  Timing is Everything
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Portfolio values both begin at $1,000,000. A market rebound for two years after the crash is also assumed, mirroring returns of the 
financial crisis. Crash returns are assumed to occur in one year and assume the total drawdown of the financial crisis.  An equity 
portfolio is assumed as 80/10/10 of the S&P 500, MSCI EAFE, and Russell 2000. Fixed income is assumed to return 0%. Equities are 
assumed to return 7.5% beyond the crash recovery. Both portfolios are comprised of the same asset allocation.
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Exhibit 6a:  Not So Similar After All
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At first glance, managers A and B appear to offer the exact same retirement solution. However, classifications by sub-
asset class reveal two completely different portfolios. Manager A manages a riskier portfolio with exposures to riskier 
markets in equities and higher credit risks in fixed income. The proportions of these risk sources also change whereas 
Manager B retains the same proportions to all exposures throughout the life of the series. Exhibit 6b quantifies the 
results of the sub-asset allocation differences between these two managers. The point here is not to label either fund 
family as better, but to demonstrate the importance of understanding risk sources.  

Exhibit 6b:  Return and Risk Implications

Avg. Annualized 10 Yr. Return Avg. Annualized 10 Yr. Volatility

Age 25
Manager A 7.6% 16.2%

Manager B 7.1% 15.9%

Age 55
Manager A 6.2% 10.2%

Manager B 5.9% 10.0%

Age 75
Manager A 5.1% 7.0%

Manager B 5.1% 7.0%

Results established using Marquette Associates asset allocation software.
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Some larger plan sponsors take risk management a step further and create custom glide path solutions for their 
participants. While this may certainly be appropriate for certain unique groups, the benefits oftentimes do not 
outweigh the costs involved in the creation and fiduciary oversight of a customized product. However, for a client of a 
certain size, a customized option may be a feasible and appropriate solution.

Further expanding the universe are “blended” options which combine both active and passive funds to reduce fees. 
These managers recognize the efficiency of certain asset classes, typically within the domestic and international 
developed large cap space.  

Lastly, indexed options can provide a structured asset allocation at a lower cost. In fact, the industry’s average fee 
has been steadily declining in part due to providers lowering their fees in response to such strong interest in indexed 
products. Exhibit 7 provides an illustration of this trend.

Exhibit 7:  Fee Compression
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Source: Morningstar as of December 31, 2017. Fees are equal-weighted by provider and asset-weighted by share class.

Exhibit 8 provides a visual of how some of the top fund providers vary in their risk characteristics three years prior to 
retirement versus a proxy for the universe, the S&P Target Date Index. All funds in this chart are “through” glidepaths 
to provide a more apples-to-apples illustration. For example, Manager A has the highest expected return but the 
largest risk, however Manager I, with much less risk, may not have a high enough expected return to bring participants 
to their retirement goals.

Exhibit 8:  Risk and Return Characteristics of Some Top Providers
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Again, this is not to strike fear in the reader as more or less risk could be appropriate depending upon the participant 
characteristics and circumstances each fund is meant to serve. The plan sponsor should, however, be aware of the 
risk characteristics and how that will likely impact expected returns and the volatility experience for their participants.

BENCHMARKS

Choosing an appropriate fund family is important, however equally as important is regularly assessing performance 
and participant fit. Two sources of alpha sufficiency include tactical asset allocation moves and active manager 
performance. While index funds are seemingly the autopilot option, some may incorporate tactical moves which 
should also be monitored and assessed. Two standard benchmark options exist in the space to allow for ease of 
assessment — S&P and Morningstar. Major differentiators of the benchmarks are outlined in Exhibit 9. These are 
available in consecutive five-year increments, matching those of most target date fund families.

S&P Morningstar

Asset Allocation Qualifying universe averages Research-driven proprietary glide path

Versions To, Through Conservative, Moderate, Growth

Asset Class Inclusions 12 13

Tracked Indices S&P Morningstar

Exhibit 9:  Benchmarks

The S&P index is composed of universe asset class averages adjusted for outliers below the 10th percentile and 
above the 90th percentile. Existing asset classes must average at least 0.5% of the allocation and new asset 
classes must average at least 1.5% to be included. A fund family must have at least $100 million in AUM to 
be considered. Fund designation as either “to” or “through” is derived from equity exposure averages and 
differences between the reference year and ending income fund as opposed to the fund sponsor’s prospectus 
designation. The aforementioned mathematical applications create the S&P Target Date To Index and the S&P 
Target Date Through Index. The S&P Target Date Index is a modified representation of the entire qualifying 
universe. 

Morningstar’s index options on the other hand employs methodology based on Ibbotson Associates research. 
The results are three proprietary glide paths and benchmarks composed of 13 indices, each of which fulfill the 
CFA Institute’s guidance on benchmark definition.

Ultimately, an appropriate benchmark should match the fund’s sources of risk and the only way to accurately 
accomplish this is with a customized benchmark — one created to match the strategic asset allocation. This 
allows the benchmark to reflect the total of both active manager and tactical allocation risks. However, the use 
of this alone ignores the strategic asset allocation impacts relative to the universe. This is particularly important 
given that 91.5%3 of portfolio deviations are explained by asset allocation. Using a readily available benchmark 
— such as one offered by S&P or Morningstar — as a secondary benchmark allows for assessment within the 
universe. Deviations from the customized benchmark are explained by manager skill whereas deviations from the 
universe are greatly explained by strategic asset allocation decisions. By holding providers accountable to their 
own customized benchmarks as well as secondary universe benchmark, plan sponsors can better adhere to their 
fiduciary duty. 
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CONCLUSION

While the differences we have outlined may seem overwhelming, rest assured the multitude of offerings allows for a 
best-fit selection for the participant group. Each target date fund family is designed to address a certain set of needs 
so finding a proper solution is as simple as aligning those needs with the those of the participants. Glide paths are a 
critical component of the evaluation process as the steepness and length of de-risking periods have large effects on 
participant outcomes. The underlying asset allocation should be appropriate for the participant pool and whether this 
is done on an active or passive basis should also be part of the due diligence process. 

Marquette continues to monitor this changing landscape. If you want more information on this topic or have any 
questions, please reach out to your consultant to continue this discussion.

NOTES

1 Cerulli	Associates’	U.S.	Defined	Contribution	Distribution	report.	2016.
2 A balanced account is a portfolio with target allocations of stocks and bonds, such as a 60/40 portfolio.
3 Gary P. Brinson, L. Randolph Hood, and Gilbert L. Beebower, “Determinants of Portfolio Performance,” Financial Analysts Journal, 
July/August 1986. Gary P. Brinson, Brian D. Singer, and Gilbert L. Beebower, “Determinants of Portfolio Performance II: An Update,” 
Financial Analysts Journal, May/June 1991.
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